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**Abstract (300 words):**
This paper proposes a shift in learning architecture traditionally focusing on training the learner, towards training the field for learning itself (pedias; πεδιάς/παιδιάς = field; plateau/game). Our proposal rethinks stagnated methods and pedagogies of integrating practicing and learning architecture and introduces pediagogy (παιδαγωγία) beyond pedagogy (παιδαγωγία). We will examine learning as a dynamic field of connectors including what Aristotle and the tradition of pedagogy omit: desires. We approach education as network studying Fernand Deligny’s The Arachnean and the concept of ‘wanting’ as manifestation of life beyond singular institutions and among human and non-human interrelations (Doreen Massey’s definition of space). We will present two pilot practices as self-reflective case studies appropriating online technology within a blended learning environment. The first learning activity entails a live building visit with participants (learners) taken on virtual tours, in the field, by a guide (teacher) using their mobile device to record themselves moving around a physical space and share this in real time. Using live tracking technology, participants follow the guide’s location and complement the guide’s commentary referring to online content shared prior to the session (flipped classroom). Like in a game, they actively ‘play’ directing the guide to specific points of interest identified and therefore shaping the learning. The second case study is a virtual collaborative design workshop titled the ‘Architecture Hackathon’, where learners and tutors work together on a concept design for a live project. The physical studio is reformed as interactive online virtual space with video conferencing...
and shared folders. The workshop structure presents a series of activities, ‘labs’, designed to stimulate the flow of ideas and encourage interaction. In both cases, learning is dynamically participatory and provides a blend of theory and practice, and human and non-human assemblages and each case study will be examined against a network of axioms for developing a new pedagogic learning and practicing model.
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